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Data Qualifier Reference Table 

 
 
 
Qualifier Organics Inorganics 
 

 
U The analyte was analyzed for, but was not 

detected above the reported sample quanti–
tation limit. 

The material was analyzed for, but was 
not detected above the level of the 
associated value.  The associated value is 
either the sample quantitation limit or the 
sample detection limit. 
 

J The analyte was positively identified; the 
associated numerical value is the approx-
imate concentration of the analyte in the 
sample. 
 

The associated value is an estimated 
quantity. 
 

N The analysis indicates the presence of an 
analyte for which there is presumptive evi-
dence to make a "tentative identification." 
 

Not applicable. 
 

NJ The analysis indicates the presence of an 
analyte that has been "tentatively identified" 
and the associated numerical value repre-
sents its approximate concentration. 
 

Not applicable. 
 

UJ The analyte was not deemed above the re-
ported sample quantitation limit.  However, 
the reported quantitation limit is approx-
imate and may or may not represent the 
actual limit of quantitation necessary to 
accurately and precisely measure the analyte 
in the sample. 
 

The material was analyzed for, but was 
not detected.  The associated value is an 
estimate and may be inaccurate or 
imprecise. 
 

R The sample results are rejected due to 
serious deficiencies in the ability to analyze 
the sample and to meet quality control 
criteria.  The presence or absence of the 
analyte cannot be verified. 
 

The data are unusable.  (Note: Analyte 
may or may not be present). 
 



 
 

  

 
Qualification Code Reference Table 

 
 
Qualifier  Organics Inorganics 
 
 
H Holding times were exceeded. Holding times were exceeded. 
S Surrogate recovery was outside QC limits. The sequence or number of standards used 

for the calibration was incorrect 
C Calibration %RSD or %D were noncom-

pliant. 
Correlation coefficient is <0.995. 

R Calibration RRF was <0.05. %R for calibration is not within control 
limits. 

B Presumed contamination from preparation 
(method) blank. 

Presumed contamination from preparation 
(method) or calibration blank. 

L Laboratory Blank Spike/Blank Spike 
Duplicate %R was not within control limits. 

Laboratory Control Sample %R was not 
within control limits. 

Q MS/MSD recovery was poor or RPD high. MS recovery was poor. 
E Not applicable. Duplicates showed poor agreement. 
I Internal standard performance was unsatis-

factory.  
ICP ICS results were unsatisfactory. 

A Not applicable. ICP Serial Dilution %D were not within 
control limits. 

M Tuning (BFB or DFTPP) was noncompliant. Not applicable. 
T Presumed contamination from trip blank. Not applicable. 
+ False positive – reported compound was not 

present.  Not applicable. 
 

- False negative – compound was present but 
not reported. 

Not applicable. 

F Presumed contamination from FB, or ER. Presumed contamination from FB or ER. 
$ Reported result or other information was 

incorrect.  
Reported result or other information was 
incorrect. 

? TIC identity or reported retention time has 
been changed. 

Not applicable.  

D The analysis with this flag should not be 
used because another more technically sound 
analysis is available. 

The analysis with this flag should not be 
used because another more technically sound 
analysis is available. 

P Instrument performance for pesticides was 
poor. 

Post Digestion Spike recovery was not 
within  control limits. 

DNQ The compound was detected between the 
MDL and the RL and, by definition, is 
considered an estimated value. 

The compound was detected between the 
MDL and the RL and, by definition, is 
considered an estimated value. 



 
 

  

*# Unusual problems found with the data that 
have been described in Section 2.#, "Data 
Validation Findings."  The number following 
the asterisk (*) will indicate the subsection 
where a description of the problem can be 
found (eg. *1 would indicate a sample was 
not within temperature limits). 

Unusual problems found with the data that 
have been described in Section 2.#, "Data 
Validation Findings."  The number following 
the asterisk (*) will indicate the subsection 
where a description of the problem can be 
found (eg. *1 would indicate a sample was 
not within temperature limits). 
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